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A Chase Too Far
Abstract
In a previous paper* we proposed a novel method for generating alternative query plans that uses chasing
(and back-chasing) with logical constraints. The method brings together use of indexes, use of
materialized views, semantic optimization and join elimination (minimization). Each of these techniques
is known separately to be beneficial to query optimization. The novelty of our approach is in allowing
these techniques to interact systematically, e.g. non-trivial use of indexes and materialized views may be
enabled only by semantic constraints.
We have implemented our method for a variety of schemas and queries. We examine how far we can
push the method in terms of complexity of both schemas and queries. We propose a technique for
reducing the size of the search space by "stratifying" the sets of constraints used in the (back)chase. The
experimental results demonstrate that our method is practical (i.e., feasible and worthwhile).
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Abstra t
In a previous paper we proposed a novel method for generating alternative query plans that uses hasing
(and ba k- hasing) with logi al onstraints. The method brings together use of indexes, use of materialized
views, semanti optimization and join elimination (minimization). Ea h of these te hniques is known separately to be bene ial to query optimization. The novelty of our approa h is in allowing these te hniques to
intera t systemati ally, eg. non-trivial use of indexes and materialized views may be enabled only by semanti
onstraints.
We have implemented our method for a variety of s hemas and queries. We examine how far we an push
the method in term of omplexity of both s hemas and queries. We propose a te hnique for redu ing the size
of the sear h spa e by "stratifying" the sets of onstraints used in the (ba k) hase. The experimental results
demonstrate that our method is pra ti al (i.e., feasible and worthwhile).

1 Introdu tion
In [11℄ we proposed a new optimization te hnique aimed at several heretofore (apparently) disparate targets.
The te hnique aptures and extends many aspe ts of semanti optimizations, physi al data independen e (use
of primary and se ondary indexes, join indexes, a ess support relations and gmaps), use of materialized views
and a hed queries, as well as generalized tableau-like minimization. Moreover, and most importantly, using a
uniform representation with onstraints the te hnique makes these disparate optimization prin iples ooperate
easily. This presents a new lass of optimization opportunities, su h as the non-trivial use of indexes and
materialized views enabled only by the presen e of ertain integrity onstraints. In se tion 2 we motivate the
te hnique and some of the experimental on gurations we use with two su h examples.
We will all this te hnique the C&B te hnique from hase and ba k hase, the two prin ipal phases of the
optimization algorithm. The optimization is ompletely spe i ed by a set of onstraints, namely s hema integrity
onstraints together with onstraints that apture physi al a ess stru tures and materialized views. In the rst
phase, the original query is hased using appli able onstraints into a universal plan that gathers all the pathways
and stru tures that are relevant for the original query and the onstraints used in the hase. The sear h spa e
for optimal plans onsists of subqueries of this universal plan. In the se ond phase, navigating through these
subqueries is done by hasing ba kwards trying to eliminate joins and s ans. Ea h ba k hase step needs a
onstraint to hold and the algorithm he ks if it follows from the existing ones. Thus, everything we do is
aptured by onstraints, and only two (one, really!) generi rules.
The hase transformation was originally de ned for onjun tive (tableau) queries and embedded impli ational
dependen ies. We are using a signi ant extension of the hase to path- onjun tive queries and dependen ies [27℄
 Conta t: University of Pennsylvania, Department of Computer and Information S ien e, 200 South 33rd Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19104, Tel: (215)898-8701, Fax: (215)898-0587, Email: lpopagradient. is.upenn.edu
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that allows us to apture obje t-oriented queries, as well as queries against Web-like interfa es des ribed by
di tionary ( nite fun tion) operations. Di tionaries also des ribe many physi al a ess stru tures giving us
su in t de larative des riptions of query plans, in the same language as queries.
While sound and omplete for the important ase of path- onjun tive materialized views [11, 22℄, the C&B
te hnique is in fa t sound for a mu h larger lass of queries, physi al stru tures and onstraints. We des ribe
here the performan e of a rst prototype that uses path- onjun tive query graphs internally. Extensions are
possible and planned. We believe that the optimizations on whi h we on entrate here are in reasingly relevant
as more queries are generated automati ally by mediator tools in heterogenous appli ations, while materialized
views are in reasingly used in dealing with sour e apabilities, with se urity and en apsulation, and with multiple
layers of logi al/physi al separation.

Contributions Our previous paper was promising on the potential of the C&B te hnique but raised the natural
question: is this te hnique pra ti al ? This means two sets of issues:
1. Are there feasible implementations of the te hnique? In parti ular:
(a) Is the hase phase feasible, given that even determining if a onstraint is appli able requires sear hing
among exponentially many variable mappings?
(b) Is the ba k hase feasible, given that even if ea h hase or ba k hase step is feasible, the ba k hase
phase may visit exponentially many subqueries?
2. Is the te hnique worthwhile ? That is, when you add the signi ant ost of C&B optimization, is the ost
of an alternative plan that only the C&B te hnique would nd still better than the ost of the plan you
had without C&B?
In this paper we show the following:
1. The te hnique is de nitely feasible, for pra ti al s hemas and queries, as follows:
(a) By using ongruen e losure and a homomorphism pruning te hnique, we an implement the hase
very eÆ iently in pra ti e.
(b) The ba k hase qui kly be omes impra ti al if we in rease both query omplexity and the size of the
onstraint set. But we have designed several strati ation strategies that make the ba k hase phase
eÆ ient and very worthwhile even for quite hallenging queries. Moreover, one of these strategies is
omplete for the important ase of path- onjun tive materialized views [11, 22℄ just like the general
te hnique.
2. We nd the te hnique very valuable when only the presen e of semanti integrity onstraints enables the
use of physi al a ess stru tures or materialized views. This situation learly justi es the original intuition
for this resear h dire tion [11, 27℄.

Experiments We have built a prototype implementation of the C&B te hnique for path- onjun tive queries
and onstraints. With this implementation, we have used three experimental on gurations to answer the
questions summarized above. In hoosing them, we took as a starting point the experiments of [7, 31, 33, 29℄.
We re onstru ted those experiments and found that our optimizer an also nd the desired plans for a set of
hosen queries. However, we went further by repeating the experiments on families of queries and s hemas of
similar stru ture but of in reasing omplexity. This allows us to nd out how far (as the title of the paper asks)
the te hnique an take us 1 and to show that the appli ability range of the implementation likely in ludes the
range of pra ti al queries. And, for one of the on gurations where we an use a onventional exe ution engine,
we have also measured the global bene t of the C&B te hnique by measuring the redu tion in total pro essing
(optimization + exe ution) time, as a fun tion of the omplexity of the queries and the s hema. Here we have
additionally slanted the experiments against our te hnique by running the queries on a relatively small database.
1 No doubt su h breaking points also exist for the implementations in the ited papers, but no information about them has been
published.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In se tion 2 we des ribe two motivating examples that support
the goals of the C&B te hnique. Se tion 3 is one of the two entral se tions of the paper. It des ribes the
implementation te hniques we have designed to make C&B feasible and worthwhile.
Se tion 4 des ribes the ar hite ture of our prototype. Se tion 5 is the other entral se tion of the paper. It
ontains a des ription of our experimental on gurations in 5.1, a des ription of the experiments evaluating
the hase phase in 5.2, a des ription of the experiments evaluating the ba k hase phase in 5.3, and nally a
des ription of the experiments that evaluate the global (optimization + exe ution) bene ts of the approa h
in 5.4.
We survey related work in se tion 6. Se tion 7 dis usses some possible improvements and extensions, while
se tion 8 summarizes the work and des ribes some plans for the future.
Appendix A is based on [11℄ and brie y surveys our earlier ideas. A reader unfamiliar with [11℄ might want to
read it between se tions 2 and 3. Some of the details related to the two spe ial ba k hase strategies introdu ed
in 3 have been relegated to appendi es B and C.

2 Motivating Examples
In this se tion, we illustrate with two examples ertain optimizations that one would like to see performed
automati ally in a database system.

Example 2.1 This is a very simple and ommon relational s enario adapted from [2℄, showing the bene ts of
exploiting referential integrity onstraints.

Consider a relation R(A; B; C; E) and a query that asks for all tuples in R with given values for attributes B and C:
(Q)

sele t stru t (A = r:A; E = r:E)
from R r
where r:B = b and r:C =

The relation is very large, but the number of tuples that meet the where lause riteria is very small. However,
the SQL engine is taking a long time in returning an answer. Why isn't the system using an index on R ? Simply
be ause there is no index on the attributes B and C. The only index on R that in ludes B and C is an index, all
it I, on ABC. There is no index with B and/or C in the high-order position(s), and the SQL optimizer hooses to
do a table s an over R to answer the query (it might have been better to hoose an index s an over I instead of
a s an over the whole relation R).
There are several solutions to for e the SQL optimizer to use the index on ABC: for example, if all possible
values of A are known to be in the set f0 010 ;0 020 ;0 030 ;0 040 g, one an hard- ode in the where lause the ondition
A in f0 010 ;0 020 ;0 030 ;0 040 g and the problem is solved. Of ourse, this is not a real solution be ause tomorrow the
values for A might hange! The reader an nd several other solutions in [2℄ but none are satisfa tory ex ept
one: rewrite Q into an equivalent query that does a join of R with a small table S on attribute A knowing that
there is a foreign key onstraint from R into S on A:
(Q0 )

sele t stru t (A = r:A; E = r:E)
from R r; S s
where r:B = b and r:C = and

r:A

= s:A

Although we have not sele ted any attributes from S, the join with S is of a great bene t. The SQL optimizer
hooses (only now!) to use S as the outer table in the join and while s anning S, as ea h value a for A is retrieved,
the index I is used to lookup the tuples orresponding to a; b; .
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Example 2.2 Here we show that integrity onstraints also reate opportunities for rewriting queries using
materialized views. Note that the experimental on guration EC3 (se tion 5.1) is a generalization of this
example.

Consider the query Q given below, whi h joins relations R1 (K; A1 ; A2 ; F; : : :), R2 (K; A1 ; A2 ; : : :) with Sij (Ai ; B; : : :)
(1  i  2; 1  j  2). Figure 0 depi ts Q's join graph, in whi h the nodes represent the bindings of the query
variables and the edges represent equijoins between them. The join onditions are shown on the edge labels.
One an think of R1 , S11 and S12 as storing together one large on eptual relation U1 that has been normalized
for storage eÆ ien y. Thus, the attributes A1 and A2 of R1 are foreign keys into S11 and, respe tively, S12 . The
attribute K of R1 is the key of U1 and therefore of R1 . Similarly, R2 , S21 are S22 are the result of normalizing
another large on eptual relation U2 . For simpli ity, we used the same name for attributes A1 , A2 and K of U1
and U2 but they an store di erent kind of information. In addition, the on eptual relation U1 has a foreign
key attribute F into U2 and this attribute is stored in R1 . We want to perform the foreign key join of U1 and
U2 , whi h translates to a omplex join a ross the entire database. The query returns the values of the attribute
B from ea h of the " orner" relations S11 ; S12 ; S21 ; S22 . (Again for simpli ity we use the same name B here, but
ea h relation may store di erent kind of information).

sele t stru t(B11 : s11 :B;
from
where

B12 : s12 :B;
B21 : s21 :B; B22 : s22 :B)
R1 r1 ; S11 s11 ; S12 s12 ;
R2 r2 ; S21 s21 ; S22 s22
r1 :F = r2 :K and
r1 :A1
r2 :A1

= s11 :A1
= s21 :A1

S11

S21

s11

s11.A1 = r1.A1

V1

R1

s12.A2 = r1.A2

and r1 :A2 = s12 :A2 and
and r2 :A2 = s22 :A2

S12

R2

r1

s21

r2.A1 = s21.A1

r2

r1.F = r2.K

V2
r2.A2 = s22.A2

S22

s12

s22

Figure 0: OQL de nition and query graph for Q.
Suppose now that the attributes B of the " orner" relations have few distin t values, therefore the size of the
result is relatively small ompared to the size of the database. However, in the absen e of any indexes on the
attributes B of the " orner" relations, the exe ution time of the query is very long. Instead of indexes, we assume
the existen e of materialized views Vi (K; B1 ; B2 ) (1  i  2), where ea h Vi joins Ri with Si1 and Si2 and retrieves
the B attributes from Si1 and Si2 together with the key K of Ri :
(Vi )

sele t stru t(K : r:K; B1 : s1 :B; B2 : s2 :B)
from R r; S 1 s1 ; S 2 s2
where r:A1 = s :A1 and r:A2 = s2 :A2
i

i

i

l

It is easy to see that the join of R2 , S21 , and S22 an now be repla ed by a s an over V21 :
(Q0 )

sele t stru t(B11 : s11 :B; B12 : s12 :B; B21 : v2 :B1 ;
from R1 r1 ; S11 s11 ; S12 s12 ; V2 v2
where r1 :F = v2 :K and
r1 :A1 = s11 :A1 and r1 :A2 = s12 :A2

B22 : v2 :B2 )

Less intuitively though, the join of R1 , S11 , and S12 annot be repla ed by a s an over V1 . Q", the obvious
andidate for a rewriting of Q using both V1 and V2 is not equivalent to Q in the absen e of additional semanti
information.
(Q00 )

sele t stru t(B11 : v1 :B1 ; B12 : v1 :B2 ;
from R1 r1 ; V1 v1 ; V2 v2
where r1 :K = v1 :K and r1 :F = v2 :K

4

B21 : v2 :B1 ; B22 : v2 :B2 )

The reason is that V1 does not ontain the F attribute of R1 , and there is no guarantee that joining the latter
with V1 will re over the orre t values of F. On the other hand, if we know that K is a key in R1 then Q" is
guaranteed to be equivalent to Q, being therefore an additional (and likely better) plan.
The C&B te hnique overs and amply generalizes the two examples shown in this se tion.

At this point we suggest the following strategy for reading the rest of the paper. In appendix A we present a brief
overview of the main ideas behind the C&B te hnique, following [11℄. The readers familiar with that paper ould
ontinue with the next se tion, while the other readers may want to read appendix A before ontinuing.

3 Pra ti al Solutions
In this se tion we des ribe the implementation te hniques used to make C&B feasible and worthwhile and we
point to some of the experiments that show that this goal an be a hieved. In parti ular, we dis uss the following:

Feasibility of the hase (se tion 3.1)

This is riti al be ause the hase is heavily used: both to build the universal plan and in order to he k the
validity of a onstraint used in a ba k hase step. In se tion 5.2 we measure for all our experimental on gurations
the time to obtain the universal plan as a fun tion of the size of the query and the number of onstraints. The
results prove that the ost of the (eÆ iently implemented) hase is negligible.

Feasibility of the ba k hase (se tion 3.2)

A full implementation of the ba k hase (FB ) onsists of ba k hasing with all available onstraints starting from
the universal plan obtained by hasing also with all onstraints. This implementation exposes the bottlene k of
the approa h: the exponential (in the size of the universal plan) number of subqueries explored in the ba k hase
phase. A general analysis suggests using strati ation heuristi s: dividing the onstraints in smaller groups and
hasing/ba k hasing with ea h group su essively. We examine two approa hes to this:





fragmenting the query and stratifying the onstraints by relevan e to ea h fragment (the On-line Query
Fragmentation aka OQF te hnique, se tion 3.2.1);
splitting the onstraints independently of the query (the O -line Constraint Strati ation aka OCS te hnique, se tion 3.2.2)

In the important ase of materialized views [22℄, OQF an be used without losing any plan that might have been
found by the full implementation (theorem 3.2). To evaluate and ompare FB, OCS and OQF strategies, we
measure in various experimental on gurations (se tion 5.1) the: (1) number of plans generated (se tion 5.3.1),
(2) time spent per generated plan (se tion 5.3.2) and the e e t of fragment granularity (se tion 5.3.3). Finally, we
address in se tion 5.4 the question whether the time spent in optimization is re overed by the gains in exe ution
time.

3.1 Feasibility of the Chase
Ea h hase step of our algorithm in ludes sear hing for homomorphisms (see appendix A) mapping a onstraint
into the query. Finding a homomorphism is NP- omplete, but only in the size of the universal part2 of the
onstraint (always small in pra ti e). However, the basis of the exponent is the size of the query being hased
whi h an be ome large during the hase. We mention here that our language is more ompli ated than a
relational language be ause of di tionaries and nestings of sets. Therefore homomorphisms are more ompli ated
(see appendix A for full de nition) than just simple mappings between goals of onjun tive queries, and he king
that a mapping from a onstraint into a query is indeed a homomorphism is not heap (even though polynomial).
Here
several te hniques that we use to speed-up and/or avoid unne essary he ks for homomorphisms:
2 Seeare
appendix A for the logi al form in whi h we express onstraints.
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Use of ongruen e losure, a variation of [25℄, for fast he king if an equality is a onsequen e of the
where lause of the query.
Ruling out (be ause of redundan ies) homomorphisms previously used in the hase sequen e3
Pruning variable mappings that annot be ome homomorphisms by reasoning early about equality. Instead
of building the entire mapping and he king in one big step whether it is a homomorphism, this is done
in rementally. The idea is the following: if h is a mapping that is de ned on variables x and y and x:A = y:A
o urs in the onstraint then we he k whether h(x):A = h(y ):A is implied by the where lause of the query.
This works well in pra ti e be ause the "good" homomorphisms are typi ally just a few among all possible
mappings.
Implementation of the hase as an in ationary pro edure that evaluates the input onstraints on the
internal representation of the input query. The evaluation looks for homomorphisms from the universal
part of onstraints into the query, and \adds" to the internal query representation (if not there already4)
the result of ea h homomorphism applied to the existential part of the onstraint. The similarity between
hase and query evaluation on a small database is another explanation of why the hase is fast.

The experimental results about the hase shown in se tion 5.2 are very positive and show that even hasing
queries onsisting of more than 15 joins with more than 15 onstraints is quite pra ti al.

3.2 Feasibility of the Ba k hase
The following analysis of a simple but important ase (just indexes) shows that a full implementation of the
ba k hase an unne essarily explore many subqueries.

Example 3.1 Assume a hain query that joins n relations R1 (A; B); : : : ; R (A; B):
n

(Q)

sele t stru t(A = r1 :A;
from R1 r1 ; : : : ; R r
where r1 :B = r2 :A and
n

B = rn :B)

n

:::

and r

n

B = rn :A

1:

and suppose that ea h of the relations has a primary index Ii on A. Let D =
onstraints de ning the indexes (here di and di are the onstraints for Ii ).

fd ; d
1

1

; : : : ; dn ; dn

g be all the

In prin iple, any of the 2n plans obtained by either hoosing the index Ii or s anning Ri , for ea h i, is a plausible
plan. One dire t way to obtain all of them is to hase Q with the entire set of onstraints D, obtain the universal
plan (of size 2n), and then ba k hase it with D. If the ba k hase goes top-down from the universal plan, it
inspe ts all possible subqueries of 2n 1, . . . , n loops (it stops at n be ause any subquery with less than n loops
annot be equivalent to Q, in this ase), for a total of: C22nn 1 + : : : + C2nn = 22n 1 + 21 C2nn 1.
Continuing the example, the same 2n resulting plans an be obtained with the following di erent strategy, mu h
loser to the one implemented by standard optimizers. For ea h i, handle the ith loop of Q independently: hase
then ba k hase the query fragment Qi of Q that ontains only Ri with fdi ; di g to obtain two plans for Qi , one
using Ri the other using the index Ii . At the end, assemble all plans generated for ea h fragment Qi in all
possible ombinations to produ e the 2n plans for Q.
The number of plans inspe ted by this \strati ed" approa h an be omputed as follows. For ea h stage i the
universal plan for fragment Qi has only 2 loops (over Ri and Ii ) and therefore the number of plans explored by
the subsequent ba k hase is 2. Thus the work to produ e all the plans for all fragments is 2n. The total work,
in luding assembling the plans, is then 2n + 2n .
This analysis suggests that that dete ting lasses of onstraints that do not "intera t", grouping them a ordingly
and then stratifying the hase/ba k hase algorithm, su h that only one group is onsidered at a time, an de rease
3 Without this, a he k for non-redundan y must be done and this is also NP- omplete [27℄!
4 this is translated as a he k for trivial equivalen e
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exponentially the size of the sear h spa e explored.
The ru ial intuition that explains the di eren e in eÆ ien ies
of the two approa hes is the following. In the rst strategy, for
a given i, the universal plan ontains at the beginning of the
ba k hase both Ri and Ii . At some point during the ba k hase,
sin e a plan ontaining both is not minimal, there will be a
ba k hase step that eliminates Ri and another ba k hase step,
at the same level, that eliminates Ii (see on the right). The
minimization work that follows is exa tly the same in both ases be ause it operates only on the rest of the relations. This
dupli ation of work is avoided in the se ond strategy be ause
ea h loop of Q is handled exa tly on e. A solution that naturally omes to mind to avoid su h situations is to use dynami
programming. Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way
to do this and we leave the dis ussion of this issue in se tion 7.
Instead, the next se tion gives a strati ation algorithm that
solves the problem for a restri ted but ommon ase.

intermediate plan explored
Ri, Ii, <rest>
backchase steps

...
Ii, <rest>

Ri, <rest>

duplicate work
minimization
of <rest>

minimization
of <rest>

3.2.1 On-line Query Fragmentation (OQF)
The main idea behind the OQF strategy is illustrated on the following example.
Example 3.2 Consider a slightly more ompli ated version of example 2.2, shown in gure 1. The query graph
is shaped like a hain of 2 stars, star i having Ri for its hub and Sij for its orners (1  i  2, 1  j  3). The
attributes sele ted in the output are the B attributes of all orners Sij .
S11

V11

s11

S21

s11.A=r1.A11

S12

R2
r1.F=r2.K

s12.A=r1.A12

S13

S22

r2

s22

r2.A22= s22.A
r2.A23= s23.A

s13.A=r1.A13

V12

V21

r2.A21= s21.A

R1 r1

s12

s21

S23

s13

s32

V22

Figure 1: Chain-of-stars query Q with views
As suggested by the dotted polygonal lines, assume the existen e of materialized views Vil (K; B1 ; B2 ) (1  i 
2; 1  l  2), where ea h Vil joins the hub of star i (Ri ) with two of its orners (Sil and Si(l+1) ). Ea h Vil sele ts
the B attributes of the orner relations it joins, as well as the K attribute of Ri .
If we apply the FB algorithm with all the onstraints des ribing the views we obtain all possible plans in whi h
views repla e some parts of the original query. However it should be lear that V11 or V12 an only repla e
relations from the rst star, thus not a e ting any of the relations in the se ond star. If a plan P using V11
and/or V12 is obtained for the rst star, su h that it "re overs" the B attributes needed in the result of Q, as
well as the F attribute of R1 needed in the join with R2 , then P an be joined ba k with the rest of the query
to obtain a query equivalent to Q. We say that V11 does not overlap with neither V21 nor V22 . On the other
hand this does not apply to V11 and V12 , be ause the parts of the query that they over overlap (and any further
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de omposition will in fa t lose the plan that uses both V11 and V12 ). Q an thus be de omposed into pre isely
two query fragments, one for ea h star, that an be optimized independently.
In appendix B we give the full des ription of the algorithm for query de omposition into fragments, Algorithm B.1.
Here we only mention that it is based on omputing the onne ted omponents of the intera tion graph of
onstraints that map homomorphi ally into the query, and that it is restri ted to a lass of physi al a ess
stru tures that we all skeletons, lass that in ludes indexes, materialized views, ASRs et . (see full de nition
in appendix B). With this, we de ne the on-line query fragmentation strategy as follows:

Algorithm 3.1 (OQF) Given a query Q and a set V of skeletons:
Step 1. De ompose Q into query fragments fF1 ; : : : ; F
Step 2. For ea h fragment F

i

n

g based on V using Algorithm B.1.

nd the set of all minimal plans by using the hase/ba k hase algorithm

Step 3. A plan for Q is the " artesian produ t" of sets of plans for fragments ( ost-based re nement: the
best plan for Q is the join of the best plans for ea h individual fragment)

Theorem 3.2 For a skeleton s hema, OQF produ es the same plans as the full ba k hase (FB) algorithm.
Another strength of OQF is that, in the limit ase when the physi al s hema ontains skeletons involving only
one logi al s hema name (obvious examples are primary/se ondary indexes), it degenerates smoothly into a
ba k hase algorithm that operates on ea h loop of the query individually in order to nd the a ess method for
the parti ular loop. One of the purposes of the experimental on guration EC1 is to demonstrate that OQF
performs well in a typi al relational setting. However, OQF an be used in more omplex situations, like for
example in answering/optimizing queries with materialized views. While in the worst ase when the views are
strongly overlapping, the fragmentation algorithm may result in one fragment (the query itself), in pra ti e we
expe t to a hieve reasonably good de ompositions in fragments. S alability of OQF in a setting with views
that exhibits a reasonable amount of non-intera tion between views is demonstrated by using the experimental
on guration EC2.

3.2.2 O -line Constraint Strati ation (OCS)
One disadvantage of OQF is that it needs to nd the fragments of a query Q. While this has about the same
omplexity as hasing Q 5 (and we have argued that hase itself is not a problem) in pra ti e there may be
situations in whi h intera tion between onstraints an be estimated in a pre-pro essing phase that examines
only the onstraints in the s hema. The result of this phase is a partitioning of onstraints into disjoint sets
su h that only the onstraints in one set are used at one time by the ba k hase algorithm. As opposed to query
fragmentation this method tries to isolate the independent optimizations that may a e t a query by stratifying
the onstraints without fragmenting the query. During the optimization pro ess the entire query is pipelined
through stages in whi h the hase/ba k hase algorithm uses only the onstraints in one set. At ea h stage
di erent parts of the query are a e ted.
Similarly to OQF, this algorithm nds rst the onne ted omponents in a onstraint intera tion graph whi h
however is onstru ted in a di erent, query-independent way. The result of this stage is a partitioning of the set
of initial onstraints into disjoint sets of onstraints (strata). The full details of the algorithm for strati ation of
onstraints, algorithm C.1, are left for the appendix C. Based on the above partitioning, the following re nement
of the C&B strategy, the o -line onstraint strati ation ba k hase (OCS) uses only onstraints from one stratum
at a time.
5 The hase also needs to nd all homomorphisms between onstraints and the query.
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Algorithm 3.3 (OCS) Given a query Q and a set of onstraints C :
Step 1. Partition C into disjoint sets of onstraints fS g1  by using algorithm C.1.
Step 2. Let P0 = fQg.
Step 3. For every 1  i  k, let P be the union of the sets of queries obtained by hase/ba k hase
i

i

k

i

Step 4.

ea h element of Pi 1 with the onstraints in Si .
Output Pk as the set of plans.
Class 1

Class 2
N

N

Original query:

Class n

1

2

n

N
Plans (after INV optimization):

...

P

P

1

2

...

n

P
...
...

2n plans

.
.
.

...

Figure 2: Inverse Relationships

Example 3.3 To illustrate the algorithm, we onsider 3 lasses (see gure 2 with n = 3) des ribed by di tionaries

M1 ; M2 ; M3 . Ea h Mi in ludes a set-valued attributed N ("next") and a set-valued attribute P ("previous"). For
ea h i = 1; 2, there exists a many-many inverse relationship between Mi and Mi+1 that goes from Mi into Mi+1 by
following the N referen es and omes ba k from Mi+1 into Mi by following the P referen es. The inverse relationship

is des ribed by the following onstraints:

8(k 2 dom M )8(o 2 M [k℄:N) 9(k0 2 dom M )9(o0 2 M [k0 ℄:P) k0 = o and o0 = k
(IN V )
8(k0 2 dom M )8(o0 2 M [k0 ℄:P) 9(k 2 dom M )9(o 2 M [k℄:N) k0 = o and o0 = k
By running algorithm C.1 we obtain the following strati ation of onstraints into two strata: fIN V ; IN V g
and fIN V ; IN V g. Suppose now that the in oming query Q is a typi al navigation, following the N referen es
(IN ViN )

i

i+1

iP

i+1

i

i+1

i+1

i

i

1N

2N

1P

2P

from lass M1 to lass M2 and from there to M3 :

sele t stru t(F = k1 ; L = o2 )
from dom M1 k1 ; M1 [k1 ℄:N o1 ; dom M2 k2 ;
where o1 = k2

M2 [k2 ℄:N o2

By hase/ba k hasing Q with the onstraints of the rst stratum, fIN V1N ; IN V1P g, we obtain, in addition to
Q, query Q1 in whi h the sense of navigation from M1 to M2 following the N attribute is " ipped" to a navigation
in the opposite sense: from M2 to M1 along the P attribute.
Q1

sele t stru t(F = o1 ; L = o2 )
from dom M2 k2 ; M2 [k2 ℄:P o1 ;

M2 [k2 ℄:N o2

In the stage orresponding to stratum 2, we hase/ba k hase fQ; Q1 g with fIN V2N ; IN V2P g, this time ipping
in ea h query the sense of navigation from M2 to M3 via N to a navigation from M3 to M2 via P. The result of this
stage onsists of four queries: the original Q and Q1 (obtained by hasing and then ba k hasing with the same
onstraint), and the additional Q2 (obtained from Q) and Q3 (obtained from Q1 and shown below).
Q3

sele t stru t(F = o1 ; L = k3 )
from dom M3 k3 ; M3 [k3 ℄:P o3 ; dom M2 k2 ;
where o3 = k2
9

M2 [k2 ℄:P o1

The OCS strategy does not miss any plans for this example (see also the experimental results for OCS with EC2),
but in general it is just a heuristi . Our algorithm C.1 makes optimisti assumptions about the non-intera tion
of onstraints, whi h depending on the input query, may turn out to be false, therefore there is no ompleteness
guarantee. EC2 is an example of su h a ase and we leave open the problem of nding a more general algorithm
for strati ation of onstraints.

4 The Ar hite ture of the Prototype
In this se tion we give a brief overview of the prototype that is used for our experimental results. The implementation of the prototype has been done in Java (25; 000 lines of ode).
The ar hite ture of the system that implements the C&B based optimization is shown in gure 3. The arrowed
lines show the main ow of a query being optimized, onstraints from the s hema, and resulting plans. The
thi k lines show the intera tion between modules. The main module is the plan generator whi h, when given a
query, performs the two basi phases of the C&B : hase and ba k hase. The ba k hase is implemented top-down
by removing one binding at a time and minimizing re ursively the subqueries obtained if they are equivalent.
Che king for equivalen e is performed by verifying that the dependen y equivalent to one of the ontainments is
implied by the input onstraints6 . The module that does the he k, dependen y impli ation shown in the gure
as D ) d, uses the hase (and therefore the hase module) and the triviality he k module.
The most salient features of the implementation are summarized below:
 queries and onstraints are ompiled into a (same!) internal ongruen e losure based anoni al database
representation (shown in the gure as DB (Q) for a query Q, respe tively DB (d) for a onstraint D) that
allows for fast reasoning about equality.
 ompiling a query Q into the anoni al database is implemented itself as a hase step on an empty anoni al
database with one onstraint having no universal but one existential part isomorphi to Q's from and
where lauses put together. Hen e, the query ompiler, onstraint ompiler and the hase modules are
basi ally one module.
 in addition to internal, a language for des ribing queries and onstraints that is as user friendly as OQL.
 a s ript language that an ontrol the onstraints that are fed into the hase/ba k hase modules. This is
how we implemented the o -line strati ation strategy and various other heuristi s.
Logical query Q

Normalization
Logical Schema

(View Composition)

-classes
-relations
-constraints

normal form Q
Query Compiler

DB(Q)

Constraint
Compiler to
Internal

set of constraints D
in internal form
{ DB(d1),

Plan
Generator

...
physical
constraint d
-dictionaries
-relations
-views
-indexes

D => d

to Internal

logical
constraint d

DB(dn) }

physical
constraints

Plans: DB(P1), ... DB(Pn)
Join Reordering
Denormalization
Distributed

Chase
step

Check
Backchase
step

Conventional
Optimizer

Physical Schema

6 The other ontainment is always true.

Figure 3:

C&B Optimizer Ar hite ture
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Triviality

5 Experiments
In this se tion we present our experimental on guration and report the results for the hase and the ba k hase.
Finallly, we address in se tion 5.4 the question whether the time spent in optimization is gained ba k at exe ution
time.

5.1 Experimental on gurations
We onsider for our experiments three di erent settings that exhibit the mix of physi al stru tures and semanti
onstraints that we want to take advantage of in our optimization approa h. We believe that the s enarios that
we onsider are relevant for many pra ti al situations.

Experimental Con guration EC1:

The rst setting is used to demonstrate the use of our optimizer in a relational setting with indexes. This is a
simple but frequent pra ti al ase and therefore we onsider it as a baseline for whi h we want to demonstrate
that our optimizer performs quite well under various strategies.
The s hema in ludes n relations, ea h relation Ri having a key attribute K on whi h there is a primary index PIi ,
a foreign key attribute N, and some additional attributes. The rst j of the relations have se ondary indexes
SIi on N, thus the total number of indexes in the physi al s hema is m = n + j . As in Example 3.1 we onsider
hain queries (see gure 4) that join Ri with Ri+1 on attributes N and K, respe tively. The attributes in the
sele t lause are not very important here and we return all the key attributes of the relations involved. The two
s aling parameters for our experiments are n and m.
PI1

SI1

PI2

PIj

SI2

K ... N

K ... N

R1

R2

...

SIj

K ... N

Pij+1

PIn

K ... N

Rj

...

Rj+1

K ... N

Rn

Figure 4: Chain query

Experimental Con guration EC2:

The se ond setting is designed to illustrate experimental results in the presen e of materialized views and key
onstraints that the optimizer an take advantage of in nding good plans.
We onsider a generalization of the hain of stars query of examples 2.2 and 3.2 (see gure 1) in whi h we have
i stars with j orner relations, Si1 ; : : : ; Sij , that are joined with the hub of the star Ri . The query returns all the
B attributes of the orner relations. For ea h we assume v  j 1 materialized views Vi1 ; : : : ; Viv ea h overing,
as in the previous examples, three relations. We assume that the attribute K of ea h Ri is a primary key. The
s aling parameters that are i, j and v .

Experimental Con guration EC3:

The third experimental setting is an obje t-oriented on guration with lasses obeying many-to-many inverse
relationship onstraints. We use it to show how we an mix semanti optimization based on the inverse onstraints
to dis over plans that use a ess support relations (ASRs). The query that we onsider is not dire tly "mappable"
into the existing ASRs, and the rst optimization phase of our experiments (semanti optimization) enables
rewriting the query into equivalent queries that an map into the ASRs. The mapping into ASRs is done in the
se ond phase (physi al optimization).
We generalize here the s enario onsidered in example 3.3 by onsidering
11

n

lasses with inverse relationships.

The queries Q (see gure 2) that we onsider are long navigation queries a ross the entire database following the
N referen es from lass M1 to lass Mn . In addition we onsider as part of the physi al s hema a ess support
relations (ASRs) that are materialized navigation joins a ross three lasses going in the ba kwards dire tion (i.e.
following the P referen es). Ea h ASR is a binary table storing oids from the beginning of the navigation path
and the orresponding oids from the end of the navigation path. Plans obtained after the inverse optimization
phase are rewritten in the se ond phase into plans that repla e a navigation hain of size 2 with one navigation
hain of size 1 that uses an ASR (thus being likely better plans).
The parameters of the on guration are the number of lasses, n, and the number of ASRs, m.

Experimental settings

All the experiments have been realized on a dedi ated ommodity workstation (Pentium III, Linux Red Hat 6.0,
128MB of RAM, 6.4GB of hard-drive). The optimization algorithm ( hase, ba k hase) is fully implemented in
Java and is run using IBM runtime environment for Linux (alpha version 1.1.8).
The database management system used to exe ute queries is IBM DB2 version 6.1.0 for Linux (out-of-the-box
on guration). For EC2, materialized views have been produ ed by reating and populating tables.
All times measured are elapsed times, obtained using the Unix shell time ommand. In all the graphs shown in
this se tion, whenever values are missing, it means that the time to obtain them was longer than the timeout
used.

5.2 Feasibility of the Chase: Experiments
We measured the omplexity of the hase in all our experimental on gurations varying both the size of the
input query and the number of onstraints in the s hema. We did not onsider any strati ation of the query or
onstraints be ause the numbers for the full hase are ne.
In EC1 ( gure 5, left) the onstraints used in the hase are the ones des ribing the primary (2 onstraints/index)
and/or se ondary (3 onstraints/index) indexes. For example, hasing with 10 indexes, therefore 20+ onstraints,
takes under 1s. For EC2 ( gure 5, middle) the variable is the number of relations in the from lause, giving
a measure of the query size. The number of onstraints omes from the number of views (2 onstraints/view)
and the number of key onstraints (1 onstraint/star hub). For EC3 ( gure 5, right) the variable is the number
of lasses C (measuring both the size of the s hema and that of the queries we use). The hase is done with
the inverse relationship onstraints (2 onstraints/relationship, 2  (C 1) total) and with the ASR onstraints
(2 onstraints/ASR, b(C 1)=2e total). For example, hasing with 8 lasses, therefore 20 onstraints, takes
3s. Overall, we on lude that the normalized hase time grows signi antly with the size of the query and the
number of onstraints. In omparison, numbers for the hase time are mu h smaller than those of the ba k hase.
Time to chase [EC1]

Time to chase [EC2]

Time to chase [EC3]
6

5
2

5

3
2

1.5

1
9 views + 3 key = 21 constraints

0.5

1

6 views + 3 key = 15 constraints

9

14
# Indexes

19

4
3
2
1
0

0

0

Time in seconds

Time in seconds

Time in seconds

4

10

15

20
Size of the query

25

2

4

Figure 5: E e t on hase time of in reasing s hema and query parameters
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5.3 Feasibility of the Ba k hase: Experiments
To evaluate and ompare the two strati ation strategies (OQF and OCS) and the full approa h (FB) we measure,
in ea h of the experimental on gurations (se tion 5.3), the following:

 The number of plans generated (se tion 5.3.1) measures the




ompleteness with respe t to FB. We
found that OQF was omplete for all experimental on gurations onsidered, beyond what theorem 3.2
guarantees. As expe ted, both OQF and FB outperformed OCS.
The time spent per generated plan (se tion 5.3.2) allows for a fair omparison between all three
strategies. We measured the time per plan as a fun tion of the query size and number of onstraints.
Moreover, we studied the s ale-up for ea h strategy by pushing the values of the parameters to the point
at whi h the strategy be ame ine e tive. We found that OQF performed mu h better than OCS whi h in
turn outperformed FB.
Remark. Another possible measure would be the eÆ ien y of the sear h (the useful work performed
during the ba k hase) measured as the ratio between the number of generated plans and the number of
explored subqueries. We expe t that OQF would greatly outperforms FB here but OCS would be diÆ ult
to ompare be ause it does not generate the same number of plans. However, a pleasant experimental
observation and an indi ator of the robustness of the implementation is that the time per subquery explored
stays relatively onstant for all three strategies, in all experimental on gurations, for various query sizes
and various numbers of onstraints. This means that the eÆ ien y of the sear h an in fa t be estimated
as the inverse of the time per generated plan, mentioned above.
The e e t of fragment granularity on optimization time (se tion 5.3.3) is measured by keeping the
query size onstant and varying the number of strata in whi h the onstraints are divided. This evaluates
the bene ts of nding a de omposition of the query into minimal fragments. The OQF strategy performs
best by a hieving the minimal de omposition that doesn't lose plans. The results also show that OCS is a
trade-o giving up ompleteness for optimization time.

5.3.1 Number of generated plans
This experiment ompares for ompleteness the full ba k hase algorithm with our two re nements: OQF (se tion 3.2.1) and OCS (se tion 3.2.2).
The number of generated plans, as a fun tion of the size of the query and the number of onstraints.
We ran the experiment for all three on gurations. For EC1, we varied the number r of relations involved in
the join (whi h equals the number of primary indexes) and the number j of se ondary indexes at our disposal.
For EC2, we varied the query size by in reasing the number s of stars per query and the number of orners
per star. The number of key onstraints was xed to the number of stars (one onstraint for every star hub).
We varied the overall number of onstraints by varying the number v of views appli able per star. The query
size is given by s( + 1), the number of onstraints by s(1 + 2v ) (two onstraints per view). For EC3, we varied
the query size by in reasing the number n of lasses traversed during the navigation. The number of inverse
onstraints ne essarily varied linearly with the size of the query.
The three strategies yielded the same number of generated plans in on gurations EC1 and EC3. The table
below shows the results for on guration EC2:
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s

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3

Number of plans in EC 2
v FB OQF OCS
3
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
1

2
4
7
2
4
7
13
4
8

2
4
7
2
4
7
13
4
8

2
3
5
2
3
5
8
4
8

As expe ted, the omplete FB strategy outperforms CQF,
whi h in turn performs mu h better than OCS. Note that in
the ommon ase of index introdu tion, all three strategies
generate all the plans. The same holds for the less onventional EC3 s enario. However, the time spent for generating
the plans di ers spe ta ularly among the three te hniques, as
shown by the next experiment.

5.3.2 Optimization time spent per generated plan
This experiment ompares the three ba k hase strategies by optimization time.
Be ause not all strategies are omplete and hen e output di erent numbers of plans, we ensured fairness of the
omparison by normalizing the optimization time whi h was divided by the number of generated plans. This
normalized measure is alled time per plan (tpp) and was measured as a fun tion of the size of the query and
the number of onstraints.
We ran the experiment for all three on gurations, varying the parameters as des ribed in the previous experiment
and the results are shown in gures 6 and 7.
The purpose of running the experiment in on guration EC1 was to show that for the trivial yet ommon ase of
index introdu tion, our algorithm's performan e is omparable to that of standard relational optimizers. Indeed,
gure 6 shows the results obtained for three query sizes: 3, 4 and 5. By varying the number of se ondary indexes
for ea h query size, we observed an exponential behavior of the time per plan for the FB strategy, but a negligible
time per plan for both OQF and OCS.
For on guration EC3, it turns out that OQF degenerates into FB be ause the images of the inverse onstraints
overlap7. We show a omparison of FB(=OQF) and OCS. The missing FB bars for a number of traversed lasses
larger than 4 indi ate that the total optimization time needed by FB ex eeded our timeout threshold of 2 minutes
and the experiment was interrupted. OCS outperforms the other two strategies on this example be ause ea h
pair of inverse onstraints ends up in its own stratum. This strati ation results in a linear time per plan (ea h
stratum ips one join dire tion).
The most hallenging on guration is EC2, dealing with large queries and numerous onstraints. For example,
the point orresponding to 4 stars of 4 orners and 2 views ea h orresponds to a query of 19 joins to whi h 20
onstraints apply! Figure 7 divides the points into 4 groups, ea h group orresponding to the same number of
views per star. This value determines the size of the query fragments and onstraint strata for OQF, respe tively
OCS, and turns out to be the most important fa tor in uen ing the omplexity. Again, missing data orresponds
to timeout for our experiments.
While all strategies exhibit exponential time per plan, OCS is fastest, while FB annot keep pa e with the other
two strategies 8 .

5.3.3 The e e t of strati ation on the optimization time
This experiment was run in on gurations EC2 and EC3 by keeping the query size onstant and varying the
number of strata in whi h the onstraints are divided. For EC3, we onsidered two queries: one navigating
7 The inverse between Mi and Mi+1 with that between Mi+1 and Mi+2 overlap on a binding involving dom Mi+1 - see appendix B
8 Note though that we only measure time per plan here, not the quality of the generated plans (OCS systemati ally misses the

best plan, whi h uses all the views). For a omparison of the ost versus bene t in this on guration, see experiment 5.4
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Comparison of backchase techniques [EC3]

Comparison of backchase technique [EC1]
5
Time per plan in seconds
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OCS
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3
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1
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4

5
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Figure 6: Comparison of FB, OQF, OCS for: EC3 (left) and EC1 (right)
Comparison of backchase techniques [EC2]

35
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OQF
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OCS
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5

[#views per star, #stars, size of star]

Figure 7: Comparison of FB, OQF, OCS for EC2
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Figure 8: E e t of strati ation on the optimization time
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over 5 lasses and one over 6 lasses, with 8, respe tively 10 appli able onstraints. The query onsidered
in on guration EC2 joins three stars of 3 orners ea h, with one view appli able per star (for a total of 9
onstraints).
The results are shown in gure 8. We observe an exponential redu tion of the optimization time with the
redu tion in strata size. Note that the point of stratum size 1 orresponds for EC3 to OCS. These results
orroborate the analyti al analysis of example 3.1: by de omposing a xed query into fragments of de reasing
size in a ompleteness-preserving way 9 , we observe an exponential redu tion of the optimization time. This
result validates the OQF strategy whi h a hieves the minimal de omposition that doesn't lose plans. Moreover,
it suggests that by de omposing beyond the threshold of preserving ompleteness, heuristi s su h as OCS are
trade-o s giving up ompleteness for optimization time.

5.4 The Bene t of Optimization
In this se tion, we measure the real query pro essing time (optimization time plus exe ution time). Sin e we
didn't implement our own query exe ution engine, we made use of DB2 as follows. We use EC2 with materialized
views and key onstraints, as presented at the beginning of se tion 5. Queries are optimized using the OQF
strategy and fed into DB2 for omparing their pro essing times.
Plan # Exe ution time (s) Views used
Corner relations used
1
5.54 V1;1 , V2;1 , V3;1
2
66.39 V1;1 , V2;1
S3;1 , S3;2
3
33.13 V1;1 , V3;1
S2;1 , S2;2
4
143.75 V1;1
S2;1 , S2;2 , S3;1 , S3;2
5
105.82 V2;1 , V3;1
S1;1 , S1;2
6
61.45 V2;1
S1;1 , S1;2 , S3;1 , S3;2
7
43.54 V3;1
S1;1 , S1;2 , S3;1 , S3;2
8
132.90
S1;1 , S1;2 , S2;1 , S2;2 , S3;1 , S3;2
(*) original query
# Stars:3, # Corner relations per star:2, # Views per star:1. 8 plans generated. Time to generate all plans: 8s

Figure 9: A detail of the plans generated for one instan e of EC2

Parameters measured We denote by OptT the time take by C&B to optimize the query; by ExT the exe ution

time of the query given to DB2 in its original form (no C&B optimizaton); and by ExTBest, the DB2 exe ution
time of the best plan generated by the C&B optimization.
We have ExTBest  ExT sin e the original query is always part of the generated plans.
We assume that the ost of pi king the best plan among those generated by the algorithm is negligible.

Performan e indi es We de ne and display in gure 10, for in reasing omplexity of the experimental parameters, the following performan e indi es:

 Redux represents the time redu tion resulting from our optimization with respe t to ExT


assuming that
no heuristi is used to stop the optimization as soon as reasonable.
ReduxFirst represents the time redu tion resulting from our optimization with respe t to ExT assuming
that a heuristi is used to return the best plan rst and stop the optimization.
Our urrent implementation of OQF is able to return the best plan rst for all the experiments presented
in this paper. The implementation of OCS has the same property (see se tion 7 for a dis ussion).
OptT
Redux = ExT (ExTBest+OptT) and ReduxFirst = ExT (ExTBest+ #plans ) :

ExT

ExT

Negative values of Redux are not displayed.

Dataset used These performan e indi es orrespond to experiments ondu ted on a small size database with
the following hara teristi s:
9 Note that FB and OQF are obtained as the extremes of this spe trum of de ompositions.
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jRi j
5; 000 tuples

jSi;j j
5; 000 tuples

 (Ri ./

4%

Si;j )

 (Ri ./

Ri+1 )
2%

On a larger database, the bene ts of C&B should be even more important.
We also give the details of all the plans generated (8 plans in this ase) and their ExTBest values for one instan e
of the on guration parameters in gure 9. For ea h generated plan, we present the views used and the star
orner relations that these views and the star hub relations are joined with.
Redux

Time Reduction [EC2]
100%

ReduxFirst

90%
80%

Reduction

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
[2, 2, 1]

[2, 3, 1]

[2, 4, 1]

[3, 2, 1]

[3, 3, 1]

[3, 4, 1]

[2, 3, 2]

[2, 4, 2]

[3, 3, 2]

[2, 4, 3]

[3, 4, 2]

[ #Stars, #Corner relations per star, #Views per star ]

Figure 10: Time redu tion
Our urrent implementation of the C&B te hnique algorithm is not tuned for maximum performan e, thus
skewing the results against us. Clearly using C or C++ and embedding the C&B as a built-in optimization (e.g.
inside DB2) would lead to even better performan e. We obtain ex ellent results nevertheless, proving that the
time spent in optimization is well worth the gained exe ution time.
Even without the heuristi of stopping the optimization after the rst plan, the C&B posts signi ant time
redu tions (40% to 90%), up to optimizing hain of stars queries as omplex as having 2  (4 + 1) = 10 relations
with 9 joins, using 2  2 = 4 views and 2  4 + 2 = 10 onstraints (parameter [2,4,2℄ in gure 10). The
pra ti ality range is extended even further when using the \best plan rst" heuristi , with redu tions of 60% to
95%, up to optimizing queries with 3  (4+1) = 15 relations with 14 joins, using 2  3 = 6 views and 2  6+3 = 15
onstraints (parameter [3,4,2℄ in gure 10).
Note that these numbers orrespond to one run of the query. The bene t is mu h higher when the ost of
optimization is amortized over multiple runs (as is often the ase, e.g. OLAP environments).

6 Related work
There are many papers that dis uss semanti query optimization for relational systems. An in omplete list
in ludes [7, 17, 24, 5, 29℄ and the referen es therein. The te hniques most frequently used are [29℄ index introdu tion, join elimination, s an redu tion, join introdu tion, predi ate elimination and dete tion of empty answers.
Of these, s an redu tion, predi ate elimination and empty answers use boolean and numeri bounds reasoning
of a kind that we have left out of our optimizer for now. We have shown examples of index and join introdu tion in se tion 2 and [17℄ ontains a ni e example of join introdu tion. The C&B te hnique overs index
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and join introdu tion and in fa t extends them by trying to introdu e any relevant physi al a ess stru ture.
The experiments with EC2 and EC3 are already more omplex than the examples in se tion 2 and [17℄. It
also overs join elimination (at the same time as tableau-like minimization) as part of subquery minimization
during the ba k hase. The work that omes losest to ours in its theoreti al underpinnings is [18℄ where hasing
with fun tional dependen ies, tableau minimization and join elimination with referential integrity onstraints
are used. Surprisingly, very few experimental results are a tually reported in these papers. [29℄ ontains one
experiment ea h for index introdu tion and join elimination, both with queries and s hemas of lesser omplexity
than what we have onsidered. [7℄ reports on join elimination in star queries that are still less omplex than our
experiments with EC2.
Examples of SQO for OO systems appear in [28, 10, 9, 3, 14, 13, 17, 8℄ Use of referential integrity onstraints
to eliminate dependent joins is impli it in [19, 10, 20, 21℄. A general framework for SQO using rewrite rules
expressed using OQL appears in [16, 15℄.
Te hniques for using materialized views in query optimization are dis ussed in [33, 31, 6, 15, 16, 30, 12℄. A survey
of the area appears in [22℄. From our perspe tive, the work on join indexes [32℄ and pre omputed a ess support
relations [20, 21℄ belongs here too. The general problem is for ed by data independen e: how to reformulate
a query written against a "user"-level s hema into a plan that also/only uses physi al a ess stru tures and
materialized views eÆ iently.
The GMAP approa h [31, 30℄ works with a spe ial ase of onjun tive queries (PSJ queries). In ontrast to the
query plans obtained by our rewriting pro ess, the output of the GMAP rewriting is a family of plans represented
by a PSJ query. The burden of hoosing a spe i plan is shifted on the next phase of the optimizer. The ore
algorithm is exponential but the restri tion to PSJ is used to provide polynomial algorithms for the steps of
he king relevan e of views and he king a restri ted form of query equivalen e. Both he ks are made more
exible by taking ertain restri ted integrity onstraints into a ount. However, the results we report here on
using the hase show that there is no measurable pra ti al bene t from all these restri tions. In the end, the
exponential behavior of the GMAP algorithm and the diÆ ulties we had to resolve for the ba k hase phase are
losely related.
Our experiments in lude s hemas, views and queries of signi antly bigger omplexity than those reported
in [33, 31, 30, 6℄. These experiments show that using views an be done and in the ase of [31, 30℄ that it
an produ e faster plans. But [33℄ measures only optimization time and [31, 30℄ does not separate the ost of
the optimization itself, so they do not o er any numbers that we an ompare with our gures time redu tion
(se tion 5.4). [6℄ shows a very good behavior of the optimization time as a fun tion of plans produ ed, but annot
be ompared with our gures be ause the bag semanti s they use restri ts variable mappings to isomorphisms
thus greatly redu ing the sear h spa e.

7 Possible Improvements and Extensions
Dynami programming (?) and ost-based pruning. Dynami programming an be applied when a
problem is de omposable into subproblems su h that the subproblems share some of their subproblems. In that
ase the ommon subproblems are solved only on e and the results reused. However, the ba k hase minimization
problem la ks ommon subproblems of big enough granularity. We illustrate this on a simple example:

Consider the query Q = R ./ S ./ T ./ U and assume the existen e of a materialized view V = R ./ S ./ T .
We have to minimize the universal plan R ./ S ./ T ./ U ./ V , and let's say we need to solve the following two
of the subproblems of size 3: S1 = fR; S; T g and S2 = fR; S; V g. One would like now to identify fR; S g as a
ommon subproblem of S1 and S2 , minimize it (on e!) and use the result (fR; S g in this ase) in both S1 and
S2 . Then the solutions for S1 and S2 would be omputed as fR; S; V g and fR; S; T g, respe tively. While the
solution found for S1 is minimal the solution found for S2 is not!
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The problem here is that R ./ S was identi ed falsely as a ommon subproblem of S1 and S2 . One annot
minimize in general a subpart of a subquery independently of how the subpart intera ts (through redundan y)
with the rest of the query. In general, ea h subset of the bindings of the original query explored by the ba k hase
must be onsidered as a di erent subproblem if it appears in a di erent ombination with the rest of the query.
The same argument shows that one annot employ (in a straightforward way) dynami programming for nding,
for example, minimal overs with materialized views or GMAPs of a query. What [31, 30, 6℄ mean by in orporate
optimization with views/GMAPs into standard System R-style optimizer is a tually the blending of the usual
ost-based dynami programming algorithm with a brute-for e exponential sear h of all possible overs. The
algorithms remain exponential but ost-based pruning an be done earlier in the pro ess.
Our optimizer an be easily extended in the same way. We have not yet done this, nor have we added any
ost-based pruning to our system/experiments be ause we onsidered valuable as a rst step to measure the
e e t of the C&B-spe i issues in isolation.
On the other hand, OQF already in orporates an extension of the dynami programming prin iple in the sense
that it identi es query fragments that an be minimized independently.

Top-down vs bottom-up ba k hase. In the top-down, full approa h, the ba k hase explores only equivalent
subqueries ( all them andidates ), and tries to remove one from binding at a time until a andidate annot
be minimized anymore (all of its subqueries are not equivalent). The main advantage of this approa h is that
through depth- rst sear h it nds a rst plan (a minimal andidate) fast while the main disadvantage is that
the ost of a subquery explored annot be used 10 for ost-based pruning be ause a ba k hase step further might
improve the ost. In the bottom-up approa h the ba k hase would explore only non-equivalent andidates. It
would assemble subqueries of the universal plan by onsidering rst andidates of size 1 then of size 2 and so on,
until a andidate that is equivalent to the universal plan is rea hed. The main advantage of this approa h is that
ost-based pruning is possible be ause a step of the algorithm an only in rease the ost. A best- rst strategy
an be easily implemented by sorting the fragments being explored based on ost. The main disadvantage of
this strategy is that it involves breadth- rst sear h and the time for nding the rst plan an be long.
In pra ti e one ould ombine the two approa hes: for example, start top-down, nd the rst plan, then swit h
to bottom-up ( ombined with ost-based pruning) using the ost of the rst plan as the ost of the best plan.
One interesting question here is whether one an estimate (maybe through heuristi s), given the universal plan
and a set of onstraints, what is the ratio between equivalent and non-equivalent andidates, and then hoose
the right approa h: top-down or bottom-up.
While our FB implementation is a top-down approa h now, we plan to extend it to in lude both strategies.

Best plan rst with strati ation For the strati ed te hniques (OQF and OCS) our experiments showed
that using the simple heuristi s of sorting the plans by giving priority to the ones that use more views or indexes
usually yields the best plans. This ould be done more systemati ally by using ost and we plan to extend our
experiments into this dire tion for OQF, OCS and the future bottom-up FB.

8 Con lusion and Future Work
In this work, we report on the implementation and evaluation of the uniform approa h to semanti optimizations
and physi al independen e proposed in [11℄. Our implementation went through two stages. The original stage
only implemented the full ba k hase (FB) strategy. Only after running the rst experiments did the ne essity of
more re ned strategies for the ba k hase emerge (the hase turned out to be very fast).
We have developed and evaluated two re nements of the full ba k hase algorithm: OQF, a strategy whi h
10 We are ignoring here heuristi s that need preliminary ost estimates.
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preserves ompleteness in restri ted but ommon s enarios, and OCS, a heuristi whi h a hieves the best running
times by giving up ompleteness. Our experiments show that both strategies are pra ti al and that OQF s ales
reasonably well, while OCS s ales even better.
The modular ar hite ture of our optimizer was ru ial in allowing us to easily add the query fragmentation and
onstraint strati ation te hniques des ribed in this work. Moreover this made it easy to ondu t additional
experiments (not in luded in this paper) involving other heuristi s, su h as using indexes, ASRs and views
whenever available. In all these ases the optimization times were negligible.
Finally, we remark that our omprehensive approa h to optimization tries to exploit more optimization opportunities than ommon systems, thus trading optimization time for quality of generated plans.
The experiments learly show the bene ts of this trade-o , even though we used a prototype rather than an
implementation tuned for performan e.

Future Work. The two strati ation strategies (OQF and OCS) introdu ed here are a rst promising step
in the dire tion of a deeper understanding of how the interferen e of onstraints a e ts the hase/ba k hase
rewrites. This is an attra tive theoreti al problem whi h we believe to be more tra table than the study of
interferen e of rules in arbitrary rule-based optimizers.
The hase te hnique handles only equality onditions, hen e our algorithm does not perform any reasoning on
the bounds of range sele tion predi ates, whi h is a ommon te hnique in relational optimizers. We plan to
extend our algorithm to in orporate this.
We also intend to explore ba k hase strategies that are omplete (in the sense of theorem 3.2) for query reformulation with other ommonly used physi al stru tures and integrity onstraints.
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A Earlier Ideas
In this se tion we present a brief overview of the main ideas behind the C&B te hnique, following [11℄. The
optimization algorithm introdu ed there starts with a query Q against a logi al s hema and produ es a query
plan Q0 against the physi al s hema. Q0 is equivalent to Q under all the onstraints and is sele ted a ording
to a ost model. In addition to optimization for physi al data independen e, the algorithm performs semanti
optimizations allowed by the onstraints of the logi al s hema and eliminates super uous omputations (as in
tableau minimization [1℄).
We use di tionaries ( nite partial fun tions) to represent physi al a ess stru tures with heap random a ess,
su h as indexes ( aptured as di tionaries from the key attribute to the orresponding tuples), and the implementation of lasses (represented as di tionaries from the oid to the tuple ontaining the attributes of the obje t).
The language for expressing the logi al and physi al s hema as well as queries and plans against them is
ODMG/ODL and ODMG/OQL ([4℄), extended with a few onstru ts on erning di tionaries. We used ODL's
Di thT1; T2 i for the type of di tionaries with keys of type T1 and entries of type T2 , and OQL's M [ k ℄ the lookup
operation that returns the entry orresponding to the key k in the di tionary M . To this we added the operation
dom M that returns the domain of the di tionary M , i.e., the set of keys for whi h M is de ned.

Example. Re all relation R from example 2.1 and assume it has type SethT i where T : Stru tfA : int; B : int; C :

g). Then the omposite key index I is modeled as a di tionary of type
Di thStru tfA : int; B : int; C : stringg; T i and the plan using I an be expressed in our extended OQL syntax as
(P )
sele t stru t(A = s:A; E = I [ stru t(A = s:A; B = b; C = ) ℄:E)
from S s

string; D : int

The unifying approa h to semanti optimizations and physi al independen e is made possible by representing
both onstraints on the logi al s hema and physi al a ess stru tures in the same way.
Continuing the above example, the referential integrity onstraint (RIC) from R into S on attribute A is expressed
as 8(r 2 R) 9(s 2 S) r:A = s:A, while the key onstraint (KEY1 ) on relation R1 in example 2.2 is 8(r 2 R1 )8(r0 2
R1 )r:K = r0 :K ) r = r0 .
The index I, though expressible as a query in our extended OQL syntax, is modeled as a set of onstraints three
onstraints, of whi h the more interesting two des ribe the in lusion relationships between the data stored in the
index and the data in the relation:
(IDX f )
(IDX b )

8(k 2 dom I) 8(t 2 I [ k ℄) 9(r 2 R)r:A = k:A and r:B = k:B and r:C = k:C and r = t
8(r 2 R) 9(k 2 dom I) 9(t 2 I [ k ℄) r:A = k:A and r:B = k:B and r:C = k:C and r = t

We use a pair of in lusion onstraints of exa tly the same shape to represent the materialized view V1 from
example 2.2:
(V1f )

8(r 2 R ) 8(s 2 S ) 8(s 2 S )r:A = s :A and r:A = s
) 9(v 2 V )v :K = r:K and v :B = s :B and v :B
1

1

11

11

1

(V1b )

12

1

12

1

1

11

1

11

8(v 2 V ) 9(r 2 R ) 9(s 2 S ) 9(s 2 S )
r:A = s :A and r:A = s :A and
v :K = r:K and v :B = s :B and v :B
1

1

1

1

1

11

11

11

2

1

1

12

A

12 :

2

1

1

2

= s12 :B

12

12

11

1

2

= s12 :B

Join indexes, a ess support relations and GMAPs are aptured in a similar way ([11℄).
The algorithm has two main phases: the rst one, alled the hase, introdu es all physi al stru tures in the
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implementation that are relevant for Q together with all logi al s hema elements that are related via semanti
onstraints to Q. It does so by rewriting Q to a universal plan U that expli itly uses them. The se ond phase,
that we all the ba k hase sear hes for a minimal plan for Q among the subqueries of U .

Phase 1: hase. Given a onstraint of the form 11

8(r 2 R )    8(r 2 R
1

1

m

m

) B1

) 9(s 2 S )    9(s 2 S
1

1

n

n

)

B2

℄

the orresponding hase step (in a simpli ed form) is the rewrite

sele t O(~r)
from : : : ; R1 r1 ; : : : ; R r ; : : :
where    and B1 and   
m

m

7!

sele t O(~r)
from : : : ; R1 r1 ; : : : ; R
where    and B1 and

m

rm ; S1 s1 ; : : : ; Sn sn ; : : :
B2

and   

Example. By hasing query Q from example 2.2 with onstraint (V1 ), we obtain
f

(Q )

sele t stru t(B11 : s11 :B; B12 : s12 :B; B21 : s21 :B; B22 : s22 :B)
from R1 r1 ; S11 s11 ; S12 s12 ; R2 r2 ; S21 s21 ; S22 s22 ; V1 v1
where r1 :F = r2 :K and
r1 :A1 = s11 :A1 and r1 :A2 = s12 :A2 and
r2 :A1 = s21 :A1 and r2 :A2 = s22 :A2 and
v1 :K = r1 :K and v1 :B1 = s11 :B and v1 :B2 = s12 :B

Note that (V1b ) does not apply to hasing Q and the only additionally appli able onstraint is (V2f ). Chasing
with it, we rea h the universal plan U obtained from Q by adding a new binding V2 v2 in the from lause and
the new onditions v2 :K = r2 :K and v2 :B1 = s21 :B and v2 :B2 = s22 :B in the where lause.
A few remarks are in order with respe t to the hase stage. First, the simpli ed hase step is de ned when there
is a one-to-one mapping from the universally quanti ed variables of the onstraint into the variables in the from
lause of the query, and when there is an exa t mat h between the B1 ondition of the onstraint and the one
in the where lause. In general, we hase a query Q with a onstraint when there is a homomorphism from
into Q
In general a homomorphism from a query Q1 into a query Q2 is a mapping from the variables of Q1 into the
variables of Q2 su h that, when extended in the natural way to paths, it obeys the following onditions:
1) any binding P x in Q1 orresponds to a binding P 0 h(x) in Q2 su h that either h(P ) and P 0 are the same
expression12 or the equality h(P ) = P 0 follows from the where lause of Q2 .
2) for every equality P1 = P2 that o urs in the where lause of Q1 either h(P1 ) and h(P2 ) are the same
expression or the equality h(P1 ) = h(P2 ) follows from the where lause of Q2 .
The de nition of homomorphism that we give here does not take into a ount the output paths in the sele t
lauses of the queries, involving only the from and where lauses. Hen e the same de nition an be applied
to homomorphisms from onstraints into queries. In that ase the universally quanti ed pre x ~x 2 P~ of the
onstraint plays the role of the from lause of a query while the ondition B1 (~x) of the onstraint plays the role
of the where lause of the query.
The problem of nding a homomorphism is known to be NP- omplete in the size (number of variables) of the
onstraint (whi h are very small in pra ti e, no larger than 3 in the examples throughout this paper). Se ond,
[27℄ shows that for the lass of queries and onstraints we onsider , the size of the universal plan is polynomial
(liniar in our example) in the size of the original query and the number of onstraints.
11 Note that all our onstraints are of this form.
12 In the relational onjun tive queries this translates to the fa t that any of Q1 's goals must be mapped into one of Q2 's goals
with the same relation name.
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Phase 2: ba k hase. The ba k hase step is the rewrite

sele t O(~x; y)
from R1 x1 ; : : : ; R
where C (~x; y)

m

xm ; R y

sele t O0 (~x)
from R1 x1 ; : : : ; R
where C 0 (~x)

7!

m

xm

provided that: (1) the onditions C 0 are implied by C , (2) the equality of O and
D [ D0 implies (Æ ) 8(x1 2 R1 ) : : : 8(xm 2 Rm )[ C 0 (~
x) ) 9(y 2 R) C (~
x; y ) ℄

O0

is implied by

C,

and (3)

The purpose of a ba k hase step is to eliminate (if possible) a binding R y from the from lause of the query. For
any two queries Q and Q' as above su h that onditions (1) and (2) are satis ed, we say that Q0 is a subquery
of Q. [27℄ gives a pro edure for omputing O0 and C 0 . While the rst two onditions ensure that the ba k hase
redu es a query to a subquery of it, ondition (3) guarantees that it redu es it to an equivalent subquery. This
is true be ause its reverse is just the hase step with onstraint (Æ ) (hen e the name \ba k hase")followed by a
simpli ation given by (1) and a repla ement of equals given by (2). Sometimes the ba k hase an apply just by
virtue of onstraints (Æ ) that hold in all instan es (so- alled trivial onstraints). Relational tableau minimization
[1℄ is pre isely su h a ba k hase.

(Ba k hase-)Minimal queries We all a subquery Q1 of Q2 a stri t subquery if Q1 has stri tly fewer bindings
than Q2 . We say that a query Q is minimal if there does not exist a stri t subquery Q0 of Q su h that Q0 is

equivalent to Q. In other words, we annot remove any bindings from Q without losing equivalen e. (It turns
out that this is a generalization of the minimality notion of [23℄.) In general, we an think of the ba k hase as
minimization for a larger (than just relational tableaux) lass of queries, and under onstraints. Che kig that
(Æ ) of ondition (3) above is implied by the existing onstraints is a tually done using the hase presented above
when onstraints are viewed as boolean-valued queries [27℄.

B OQF - Formal Details
Query Fragments. Given a query Q as above, we de ne its losure as a query Q that has the same sele t and

lauses as Q while the where lause onsists of all the equalities that o ur in or are implied by the Q's
lause. Q is omputable from Q in PTIME and is equivalent to Q ([26℄ shows a ongruen e/transitive
losure based algorithm for this onstru tion).

from
where

Given a query Q and a subset S of its from lause bindings we de ne a query fragment Q0 of Q indu ed by S as
follows:
1) The from lause onsists of exa tly the bindings in S
2) The where lause onsists of all the onditions in the where lause of Q whi h mention only variables
bound in S , and
3) The sele t lause onsists of all the paths P over S that o ur in the sele t lause of Q or in an equality
P = P 0 of Q 's where lause where P 0 depends on at least one binding that is not in S . In the latter ase, we
all su h P a link path of the fragment.

Example B.1 Re alling example 2.2 the query fragment of Q indu ed by S = fR1 r1 ;
query:

sele t stru t(B11 = s11 :B; B12 = s12 :B; Lf 1 F 2 Kg = r1 :F)
from R1 r1 ; S11 s11 ; S12 s12
where r1 :A1 = s11 :A1 and r1 :A2 = s12 :A2
Noti e that r1 :F must o ur in the sele t lause be ause it appears in an equality
r :

;r :

(r2 :K) outside of the fragment ( ondition 3) above). Also
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S11 s11 ; S12 s12 g is the

s11 :B

and

s12 :B

ondition in Q with a path
must o ur in the sele t lause by

ondition 3 above. Essentially ondition 3) will allow us to re over later a query from its query fragments by
joining the fragments on the orresponding link paths and therefore we will be able to nd a plan for the query
by joining plans for the fragments. The label Lfr1 :F;r2 :Kg for the link path r1 :F is generated so that it uniquely
identi es the orresponding join ondition.

Skeletons. While in general the hase/ba k hase algorithm an mix semanti with physi al osntraints, in

the remainder of this se tion we des ribe a strati ation algorithm that an be applied to a parti ular lass of
onstraints whi h we all skeletons. This lass is suÆ iently general to over the usual physi al a ess stru tures:
indexes, materialized views, ASRs, GMAPs. As seen in se tion A, ea h of these an be des ribed by a pair of
omplementary in lusion onstraints.
We de ne a skeleton as a pair of omplementary onstraints:
d

= 8(~x 2 ~R) [ B1 (~x)

) 9(~v 2 ~V) B (~x; ~v) ℄
2

d

= 8(~v 2 ~V) 9(~x 2 ~R) B1 (~x) and B2 (~x; ~v )

su h that all s hema names o uring among ~V belong to the physi al s hema, while all s hema names o uring
among ~R belong to the logi al s hema. Note that while materialized views and primary indexes are des ribed
pre isely by skeletons, se ondary indexes require an additional non-emptiness onstraint (see [11℄).

Algorithm B.1 (De omposition into Fragments.) Given a query Q and a set of skeletons V :
Step 1: Constru t an intera tion graph as follows: 1) there is a node labeled (V; h) for every skeleton
= (d; d ) in V and homomorphism h from d into Q; 2) there is an edge between nodes (V1 ; h1 ) and (V2 ; h2 )
whenever the interse tion between the bindings of h(d1 ) and h(d2 ) is nonempty.
Step 2: Compute the onne ted omponents fC1 ; : : : ; Ck g of the intera tion graph.
Step 3: For ea h Cm = f(V1 ; h1 ); : : : ; (Vn ; hn )g (1  m  k) let S be the union of the sets of bindings in
hi (di ) for all 1  i  n and ompute Fm as the fragment of Q indu ed by S .
Step 4: The de omposition of Q into fragments onsists of F1 ; : : : ; Fk together with the fragment Fk+1
indu ed by the set of bindings that are not overed by F1 ; : : : ; Fk .
V

The resulting fragments are obviously disjoint, and Q an be re onstru ted by joining them on the link paths.

C O -line Constraint Strati ation - Formal Details
Algorithm C.1 (Strati ation of Constraints.) Given a s hema with onstraints, do:
Step 1: Constru t an intera tion graph as follows:

Step 2:

1) there is a node labeled for every onstraint in the s hema.
2) there is an edge between nodes 1 and 2 whenever there is a homomorphism 1 into the
~ ) B1 (~
tableau of 2 , or vi eversa. The tableau T ( ) of a onstraint = 8(~u 2 U
u) ) 9(~
e2
~
E ) B2 (~
u; ~
e) is obtained by putting together both universally and existentially quanti ed
~ ) 8(~
~ ) B1 (~
variables and by taking the onjun tion of all onditions: T ( ) = 8(~u 2 U
e2E
u) ^
B2 (~
u; ~
e).
Compute the onne ted omponents fC1 ; : : : ; Ck g of the intera tion graph. Ea h Ci orresponds to a onstraint stratum.

The above algorithm makes optimisti assumptions about the non-intera tion of onstraints: even though there
may not be any homomorphism between the onstraints, depending on the query they might still intera t by
mapping to overlapping subqueries at run time. Therefore, the OCS strategy is subsumed by the on-line query
fragmentation but it has the advantage of being done before query optimization.
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